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Candidates to face .students
by Lance Turner
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

•

•

UCF Student Body presidential and vice
presidential candidates will have several opportunities to entertain the eyes and ears of
students before next week's elections.
From 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. today, a public
forum will be held on the Health and Physics
Green. This is the first scheduled hand-shaking
and campaigning appearance to be attended by
all three presidential tickets.
WUCF is scheduled to air a panel discussion
of presidential candidates -0n Monday during
the 1 p.m. broadcast ofUCF Students View The
News. The Black Student Union and College
Democrats are co-sponsoring a lunch-time
debate start:lng at noon on Tuesday in the Wild
Pizza.
At today~ -"Jrum, hosted by the election
comm1s:sfon each presidential and vice-presidential candidate w:ill have a scheduled time to
appear on stage and answer questions from the
students :in the audience, said Election
Commissioner Jill Allen. She also said that the
candidates will give a five minute opening
speech .and be restricted to two minute re-

sponses on each question.
The campus radio station, located at 89.9 on
the FM dial, has invited all three presidential
candidates and a panel of campus representatives.
For the BSU-CD debate, a tentative format
has been set which will allow each ticket a three
minute introduction, followed by an open debate where the issues will be presented by a
. panel.
A representative ofthe BSU and the CD wl11
be among the members of that panel.
All three tickets pIan to attend the forum, but
prior to press time only P.residential candidate
Fred Schmidt had accepted the WUCF appearance.
Although candidate Scott Rausch had previously declined to appear due to prior commitments at area campuses, he now will be available to participate. Polls open on area campuses
at noon Monday.
According to N ws Moderator Patrick Stewart, students can phon~ in their questions to
the candidates during the show. The phone
number is 275-2349.
SEE WUCF PAGE 4
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Biology Professor Jack Stout studies the gopher tortoise he and
some students saved from bulldozers Monday.

Biologists rescue tortoise,
mice from bulldozer's path
by R. Scott Horner
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

BOR requests a 1 So/o tuition hike
by Christine Hobby
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Tuition appears to be primed to rise again
nationwide, and Florida is no exception to this
trend. "A 6 to 8 percent increase is as good a
guess as any" for students nationwide, said Art
Hauptman, an education consultant to the
American Council on Education.
In Florida, the Board of Regents has asked
the State Legislature for a 15 percent increase
for the nine schools in the state university
system. "The Regents want a tuition increase to
improve the schools by providing competitive
salaries and state-of-the-art equipment," said
Bob Cox, coordinator ofbusiness and finance for
the BOR.
Although the increase is slightly more than
twice the national average, BOR officials argue
that the increase is fair because Florida is such
a low tuition state.
"15 percent sounds like a lot compared to
average yearly increases around the nation, but
when you consider the actual dollars :involved,
a 15 percent increase here is like a 7 or 8 percent
increase on a national scale," said Cox.
"We are an extremely low tuition state. In
Florida, students only pay a portion of instructional costs. Some states take additional costs
into account such as building and equipment.
The cost of instruction is the most conservative
figure."

SPORTS
• The UCF baseball team
won its first game of the
year Tuesday. Roy Fuoco
takes a look at Proposition
42 and its implication.
Also, Todd Dewey previews the men's golf team.

Cox argued that the state "deserves a first
class system. You can't keep the best faculty
and equipment without resources. This is a
wealthy state; there's no reason we shouldn't be
able to do this."
He pointed out that Florida's university
system was ranked tenth nationally in a survey
of university presidents in 1987.
"We're poised at the edge of some real national recognition," said Cox. 'That ranking is
an honor we've been building up to. All it would
take is one or two years of not getting appropriations increases and we'd lose that place'."
Cox compared college to an investment and
stressed that students should accept the responsibility for paying a fair portion of their
education.
"The ~verage taxpayer doesn't have a college
degree," said Cox. "The question is, how much
should taxpayers be reauired to pay for university fees? Their taxes are going to help somebody else become better then they are."
As part of the proposal, th~ Regents want to
"develop a plan for systematic increases in tuition," said Cox. "This would provide for students to pay a fixed percentage of costs related
to instruction. The costs would be calculated
from the previous year."
Cox said this plan would protect students
from heavy or unpredictable increases. He cited
SEE TUITION PAGE 7
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University biologists released five mice in a wooded
area of campus Tuesday after
saving them from being bulldozed earlier in the week.
Dr. Jack Stout, UCF professor of biology, and Alice Bard,
graduate biology student,
brought the four cotton mice
and a Florida mouse to the
extreme east boundary of the
UCF campus and set them
free.
The mice used to live in a
wooded area near Lake Claire
but construction of the fraternity and sorority houses of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Kappa
Delta and Alpha Delta Pi was
scheduled to start in that area
Friday.
The bulldozing and removal
of the trees, according to Stout,
would kill the mice and gopher
tortoises which live in bur•
rows dug into the sand.
Stout and Bard began saving the animals Friday after
workers for Allen Trovillion
Inc., the contractor for the site,
agreed not to start removing
the trees with bulldozers until
Monday.
Bart Sontag, project man-

ager for Allen Trovillion Inc.,
said the delay was not a large
inconvenience but "any time
you have a site like that and all
of a sudden you have to put
your brakes on it hurts." Construction of the houses is
scheduled to start early next
week.
The two biologists searched
the area Saturday and Sunday
for tortoise burrows and set
traps for small rodents.
By Monday, they had captured four cotton mice, three
cotton rats and three animals
which are listed on the Florida
list of endangered species as
species of special concern: the
Florida mouse, the gopher frog
and the gopher tortoise.
The tortoise had been
tagged. last year and Stout
said it was over 20-years-old.
"It's as old as the university.
She might have even been one
of the original Golden
Knights."
According to Stout, the tortoise w:i1l be released with the
rest of the animals after it has
been weighed and measured.
Stout said, "We're going to
release them so far back in the
woods on the east side of cam- ·
pus that it will be years before
they find them again."

CONFETTI

NEWS CLIPS
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• This week in Confetti:
an interview with Amnesty
International Chairman
Jack Healey. Also, a review of Bronson's new film
and a look at the impact of
the sixties.
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UCF cuts film program deal with Universal, MGM

duced at Universal.
for two days of use.
According to Carolina Albrecht, publicist for UniTo prepare students for this rapidly-expanding
versal Studios Florida and1a ecent UCF graduate, . industry, a limited-access film curriculum is being
The entertainment i:qdustry as arrived, and UCF
planned for UCF. The studios are working closely
has its foot in the studio door.
with the university on the project.
According to Mike Sullivan, assistant professor of
Dr. John Hoglin, professor of communications,
communications at UCF, Universal Studios Florida "Both Universal and MGM have exsaid "both Universal and MGM have expressed their
and MGM/Disney have made written agreements to pressed their ideas and suggestions
ideas and suggestions for what kinds of classes the
provide internships, 1job opportunities and expert for what kinds of classes the new film
new film pr.:>gram should offer."
training for UCF film students.
Sixteen courses have been proposed for the proUCF students recently used a sound stage at program should offer."
gram, including Film Graphics Animation, Film
Universal to shoot a movie project, and a new film
Directing and Film Design.
Dr. John Hoglin
curriculum has been planned to prepare students for
The program, which is subject to change, would
professor of communications require participants to pass a grammar pr oficiency
the jobs that the film industry is bringing to Central
Florida.
exam, have a 3.0 GPA, complete forty-five credit
Last semester, the film students were invited by
hours and write an essay reflecting past accomplishUniversal to do some filming in their state-of-the-art Universal donated a 16,500 square foot sound stage ments and career plan.
facilities, which include 71,500 square feet of sound for UCF's use. Lee Panavision, one of the largest
The film program must be approved by the Board
stages. The students filmed for two days and used suppHers of filming equipment in th e nation, pro- of Regents.
sets built by Quest Studios of Orlando for their movie vided lighting and camera equipment. This package
It is tentatively scheduled t o begin :in August of
"The Spring," the first full-length feature film pro- would have cost a professional film company $1 0,000 1990.
.
by Cynthia Massino

•

•
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Fraternities consider pledge ban
•

by Michael O'Keefe and J.M. Rubin
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

National fraternity leaders, hoping
t o end a r ash of hazing deaths and
injuries and to stave off simply being
banned from many campuses, say they
are seriously considering a radical
solution : ending pledging.
The national presidents of 59 fraternities voted to ask their organizations
to study alternatives to pledging dUTing the annual meeting of the National
Interfraternity Conference (NIC), held
in December in Burlingame, Calif.
One alternative, they said, is to ask
students to become full members
immediately afl..er a brief time, skipping the traditional pledge period.
"Despite our best efforts, the hazing
and the deaths continue," said Drury
G. Bagwell, the president of Phi Sigma
Kappa fraternity and assistant vice
president for student affairs at the
University of Maryland. "Nothing
seems to eliminate hazing and de2th
from the structure of pledging."
"Our survival is at stake," he con tin-

•

MIAMI JUSTICE

Associate Supr eme Court
Justice William J . Brennan
gave the students of a University of Miami law class an
unexpected visit on Jan. 27,
reported The Miami Hurricane .
After the professor announced there was someone
there to address the class, in
walked Brennan surrounded
by secret service agents.
"It was as if God had walked
into the room," said Spencer
Aronfeld, a member of the
first-year constitutional criminal law class.
Brennan took student's
questions for about 25 minutes, Aronfeld said.
Brennan, the oldest sitting
member of the Court and one of
its most liberal judges, has
supported affirmative action
programs, women's rights and
protection of individual rights
against government challenges.
Brennan was in Miami to
give a speech later that afternoon at the James L. Knight
Center.
•

KOOP ON KIDS

In an interveiw with the
National Education Associa. tion Today (NEAT), Surgeon
General C. Everett Koop, said
Americans, especially young
Americans, need to stop being

ued. "If we can't eliminate pledging,
colleges and universities will eliminate
it for us." ·
'The public," maintained Dwayne R.
Woerpel, a national officer of Tau
Kappa Epsilon, "is fed up with us and
tiniversities are fed up with us."
While the national fraternity presidents - all of whom are no longer
students - called for reform, active
fraternity members disagreed.
"Some chapters have problems with
the traditional role of pledges, but it's
no problem if it's used the right way,"
suggested Randall Stevens, president
of the University of Kentucky's Phi
Kappa Psi chapter.
"Pledging at PKP is a learning process," he explained. "Pledges learn
about their brothers and about participating in the group. Everything is posi-

.

~~

"Membership should be earned, not
given away," added Delta Tau Delta's
Todd Mantz, a senior at Kansas State.
The pledge period "lets brothers see if

Eric Parsons/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

IT'S A TREE
A botany class is making the rounds, checking out the plants on campus.

SEE HAZING PAGE 5

a nation of risk-takers.
Koop said schools should
teach seventh through ninth
grader s about sexually transmitted diseases in much the
same manner as they were
t aught about u sing a bandaid
for fir st aid an d that they
shoul d not "sneeze on
grandma."
Asked if he would want his
grandchildren to be taught in
school how to use condoms,
Koop said "the ideal instuction
in human development, including sex, would involve a
partnership of parents,
schools, clergy and civic
groups."
"If one is weak, the others
can take up the slack," he said.
He also criticized the negative influence of television and
·movies on children. The
average child, said Koop,
watches 1.5 hours a day of soap
operas, and these soap operas
depict sex 1.5 times an hour.
Prime-time, cable television
and x-rated movies were also
to blame, he said, for children
developing an improper attitude towards life.

The Beatrice E. Ettinger will discuss reporting, editing
scholarship is available to a and getting a story, and give
25-year-old female student. tips for better writing.
All students are encouraged
Applicants must have been a
full-time resident of Central to attend. For more informaFlorida for at least the 12 pre- tion, call x2865.
vious months and have a goal
•SYMPOSIUM
for a professional career.
Th e fo urth a nnual UCF
·Two separate sch olarships
are being offered by the Ameri- space policy symposium will be
can Business Women's Asso- held from 9 a.m to 4 p.m. on
ciation. Both are available t o Feb. 10 in the SCA
The topic will be whether
female students pursuing a
degree in business and related the exploration of Mars is the
best choice for the U.S. space
professional fields.
For more information, con- program. Speakers will intact Jamey Walker at the Fi- clude astronaut John Young
nancial Aid office at x5030.
and Dr. Eugene Levy,director
of the Lunar and Planetary
•JOB FAIR
Laboratory at the University
The Orlando Marriott will of Arizona.
host a job fair from 11 a.m. to 7
p.m on Feb. 9. Dozens of em- •SPEAKER
ployers will be there, seeking
The Interdisciplinary Prooffice support, hospitality, gram in Judiac Studies is hosthealth care and retail employ- ing a public lecture by Profesees. Admission is free and the sor Sheldon Isenberg Feb. 27
fair is mostly geared towards at 8:00 p.m.
mid-level positions.
The topic will be Jewish
The fair will be held at 8001 Mysticism resource for conInternational Drive. For fur- temporary renewal. The
ther information, 'contact Sam speech will be held at the UniGlikman at 629-4000.
versity Dining Room.

• MORE SCHOLARSHIPS

•WORKSHOP

•PARKING LOT DRAMA

A scholarship is being offered to single women who are
the head of a household and
responsible for one or more
children through Project Rebound.

The Central Florida Future
is sponsoring a news workshop
beginning at 9:30 a.m: on Feb .
11 at its editorial office.
Greg Miller and Mike Griffin of The Orlando Sentinel

· (U.) Nick Santoro, drama
major at Carnegie Mellon
University, refused to get out
of his car, which was about to
be towed out of a vistor's parking lot.

Santoro spent 2v minutes
locked i.I l his ~ar while campus
pohe:e trjcd t.o extract him.
Aecording to Sargeant Bill
Ricci, campus police called
Student Affairs for assistance.
Assistant dean of Student Affairs Lois Cox spoke with Santoro who told h er that h e could
not afford to have his car
towed. Cox then arranged for a
short term loan for Santoro,
who had payed more than $500
in parking fines last year.
Santoro's passive resistance cost him $95, a $55 towing charge, a $20 parking citation and a $20 internal disorderly conduct citation.
• SUSPECTED SUICIDE

A student at Sarasota's
New College was found dead in
her dorm room Jan. 31. Investigators suspect suicide.
Eilat Sophia Johnson, 19,
was pronounced dead on the
scene by police. Director of
Student Affairs John Meyer
and a counselor found Johnson
around noon. The two were
worried after Johnson missed
work and an appointment.
Johnson
was originally
from Israel and had lived in
Belgium and Holland prior to
moving to the United States.
She was a poetry, literature
and philosophy student. ·
Police are still investigating
the case.
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WUCF

chance to express their views,
since their may be last-minute
issues raised that won't be
covered by the paper," he· said.
Candidate Dash Wendrzyk
had not confirmed for
Monday's appearance.
Both Schmidt and Wendrzyk planned to attend the
Tuesday debate, but Rausch

FROM PAGE 1

"After the regular presidential debates, why not have one
for the campus?" Stewart replied when asked as to a reason
for hosting the candidates.
Ray Smith, a student member of the WUCF panel, said
the radio discussion will give
the candidates a chance to clarify their platforms.
"We also want to give them a

said he would use the time to
campaign.
Voting on the main campus
runs from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m. on
Tuesday and Wednesday.
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ALL-PRO SUBS
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- DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS
- 75¢ DRAFr BEER - ALL DAY I EVERY DAY
- 25¢ DRAFr BEER THURSDAYS 6PM TIL 8PM
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Buy 1 12" Sub and Get
One For Only 99¢
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I
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WEARING TEAM UNIFORMS WILL RECIEVE
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- COME WATCH YOUR FAVORITE TEAMS ON
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OF $10 OR MORE .. 50¢ DELIVERY UNDER $10
.DELIVERY HOURS 1 lAM TIL 2 PM M-F
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HAZING
FROM PAGE 3

the pledge contributes to his
house and evaluate what kind
of person he is."
Hazing should be abolished,
he added, but otherwise the
present system is "okay."
Some national leaders, too,
felt that dropping the pledging
and hazing process would be
too drastic.
"I don't support the notion
that pledging and hazing are
synonymous," said James C.
Cherry, a Sigma Nu official. "I
don't agree that all efforts to
eliminate hazing have failed.
Many of our chapters have
found success with a judicious
application of education and
enforcement."
The NIC, representing
more than 400,000 students on
809 campuses nationwide and
in Canada, cannot pass binding. resolutions. But it does
carry great weight because it
reflects the consensus of the
fraternities, Executive Director Jonathan Brant said.
Students invited to join a
fraternity are known as
"pledges" during a pe~od in
which they're supposed to
prove thei fitness to belong to
the chapter.
Many fraternity chapters
subject their pledges to arcane
rituals - much ofit harmless,
but some of it degrading, dangerous and in some cases
deadly - before initiating
them as full member s.
For example, Scott Phillips,
·a Univer sity of Texas Del ta
Tau Delta pledge, was killed in

•
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September after he fell 125
feet from a bluff during a hazing incident.
Another University of
Texas
pledge,
Mark
Seeburger, died in his sleep in
1986 after Phi Kappa Psi
brothers forced him to down
more than half a bottle of rum
during an initiation rite.
And in February, 1988,
James C. Callahan, a Rutgers
University freshman, died after consuming what one law
enforcement official called "a
tremendous amount of alco·
hol" during a "drink 'til you're
sick" pledging ceremony at the
school's Lamda Chi Alpha
chapter.
Other pledging incidents
have included sexual assults,
destructive parties and racial
insults.
Last year, in just one of
several similar episodes, two
black women brought charges
against the University of California at Santa Barbara Delta
Tau Delta chapter when a
pledge shouted racial and sexual affronts at them.
Six University ofTennessee
Kappa Alpha Psi brothers
were charged with assult in
June after beating a pledge
with a paddle during an induction ceremony.
In response, courts, schools,
other students an dparents
have taken turns starting
public demonstrations of revulsions at the carnage.
Legally, a court recently
awarded Jeffrey V. Furek
$30,000 in damages for burns
he received when his prospective University of Delaware
Sigma Phi Epsilon brothers

NEXT
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poured oven cleaner over his
head during a 1980 "Hell
Night."
Dozens of states, including
Texas, Missouri and Pennsylvania, hav enacted anti-hazing laws in recent years.
School 'themselves have
cracked down hard. Cal-Santa
Barbara, for one, banished
Delta 'I.'au Delt,a while Tennessee placed Kappa Alpha
Psi on indefinite probation.
Several, including Colby,
Amhurst, Gettysburg, Middlebury and Castleton State colleges have banned all fraternities and sororities from their
campuses in recent years. In
July, the University of Lowell
in Massachusetts, scandalized
when a pledge almost died
after being forced to spend the
night in a sleeping bag in an
attic in 107-degree heat, abolished its Greek system.
Such incidents, which unfolded after years of efforts to
stop hazing, left many of the
NIC delegates in Burlingame
convinced that only radical
reform could stop more schools
from dismantling their Greek
systems.
"Pledging has become synonymous with hazing," Tau
Kappa Epsilon's Woerpel argued. "Our environment is
moving against us. Ifwe don't
move soon, we will die like the
dinosaurs who could not
adapt. This is no time to wait
and see what happens."
The NIC's Brant maintained greeks can live without
pledging.
Zeta Beta Tau already has
ordered its ch Apters to eliminate pledging.

.

· Rausch & Boucher

Scott Rausch
Qualifications

Stud ~n t Parking and Ioustng We mil.continue to lobby for more
tll.nd lng and we El). get more result.a
2. Entert.a.inmcnl and Culture . Program e>eciting and popular
actlvltl<!s for students, lncludlng
spectacular Homecoming,
ationally recognized pea.kens. weekend act1v1t1C8, and concerts
3 FacillJttes and F culty: We will work to lncrca.&e the facWUes on
every campus and to fill them with qualUled falculty members .
More classC8 and profe sore
4.Prornote UCF: ConUnue to support all athleUc teani and our
alumni. By doing so we can all benefit from the recognition UCF
will receive from both the Central Florida area aa well as the nation
5 . Students a.re who we wtll work fort it ts tmportant for you to feel
comfortable with your reprcs nta.Uves and for all etudcnts to have
an active role in St.udent Government. Let's put student lnto
Student Covcmm nt.

• Served in the 20th Smdent Senate and is presently the
Executive Advisor to the Student Body President
• Serving as the Student Director for the UCP Alwnni
Aasociaticm
• Serves as Srudent Representative in Puking Improvemen
He&lth SCYVioes, the New P .C. Lab and in the Financial Ai

Matt Boucher
Qualifications
Played football for the UCF Fighting Knights
and now serves UCF'in the 2 lst Student Senate
• Presently the Vice Chairman of the Clubs &
Organizations throught the Senate
• Has been active in campus activities such as
chairman of UCFs 25th Anniversary Committee,
and President of UCFs Law Club
• Presently working for his Bachelor's Degree in
Legal Studies

Conunittee

• Participates as an active member of his fraternity and the
greater Orlando Jaycees
• CUrrently wodcing for his Bachelor's Degree in Social
Science Education

Schmidt & Toutikian
1. Communication with students is vital for an effective Student
Government. Proper communication can be achieved through
Student Survey's, Student Forum and an open door policy
within Student Government.

2. Expanding Student Service as UCF grows both ·n size and
greatness, the services provided must continue to keep pace
- such as increased library hour and expansion f the Student
Government. Computer ...ab

Qualifications
• Served - a Student Senator for 3 terma and!.
currently Premdent Tempore of the 2l•t
Student Senate
• Elected - Chairmar of the Year for the 20th
Student Senate
• Student Government Computer Lab Coordi.na
tor and Vice Chair of the Computer Lab
Advieement and Pl&D.Dine Con:unittee
• ReCi•tcred lobbyi•t for m~er Education in the
State of Florida
• Remdcnt.A.si•tant and Student Repre•entative
on the Colleec of Education Academic Appeala
Committee

3. Student Union, parking and Residence Halls are all long term
capital projects which mus t>e priorities at both State and
local levels - additionally, asbestos clean up of U UCF
buildings needs to be addressed.

Christine Toutikian
Qualifications
• Served as a Student Senator for 2 terms
and is currently Chairman of the
Political Action Tearn.
• Member of the President's Leadership
Council.
• Member of Gamma Sigma, National
Business Honor Society a.n.d Beta, Alpha
Psi, National Accounting Fraternity.
• Registered lobyist for Higher Ed ucatlon
in the State of Aorida.
• Resid nt Assistant and Student
Representative on the College of
Business Academic Appeals Committee

Wendr k & ·Funderburke
2. Investigate lnstituttng a Scholarship Search Service to help
those students who no longer qualify for financial aid
3. Regulating Fee Increases so the burden can be spread over
a student's four years at the institution

•

4. Insurtng Academic Excellence
5. Monthly Student Forums to keep interested students abreast
of the issues concerning them,
• Served a.e President Pro Tempore 1n the
19th and 20th Student Senates
• ~~ oftqcJ:ear of~ 19th Student
•-=-nate

-

•

• Senator of the Year for the 20th Student
Sen.ate.
.
• Currently the Comptroller for Student
Goverrunent.
• Served a.e an Acdemic Peer Advi.aor for four
years
• Chalnnan of the Actlvit;y and Service Fee
Committee for the last two years

Sandy Funderburke
Qualifications

• Served as the Student Government Coordinator for
the Daytona Area Campus for ~e I t two years •
• Member of the President's Leadershtp Council,
Kappa Delta, Pi. and Omega Delta Kappa
• Member of the Athletic Fee Setting Committee
wa..ct·tnst:ru=ent811n reducing the athletic fee for
Area Campuses

• Supervised Campus Meetings at the Daytona
Campus and regularly attends Student Senate
meetings on the main campus

•

•

•
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MANAGEMENT TRAINEE,
•

•

•

•

•

ENTRY LEVEL
This December or Recent Graduates
Put Your New College Degree To Work
Bright, agressive individual required for development. & ~xpansion of major national corporation, ex·
pa ndmg m Central Florida.
1anagement trainees begin at $1200 /mo. + OT with
1styearincomeof$17,000, minimum. Advancement to
management based on performance and merit. annual
. arnings growing to $25,000 to $50,000/year. Reccn
degree preferred. For interview, contact Tom Mckenna
at (407) 843-5411 or send resume to:

Enterprise Co.
35 E. Colonial Dr., Orlando, FL 32801 .

j~·······························
PART TIME MANAGEMENT INTERN
We offer:

• 20-35 hours per week
Flexible scheduling
• 11 area locations
• Training program
•Competitive compensation

Virginia, Louisjana. and Tennessee
have been completely
FROM PAGE 1
replaced on the Ii.st," said Cox .
In addition to developing a
cases in which "states didn't plan for systematic increases,
have an 'ncrease o a few the BOR is also p1acing emyears, dropped down real 1ow phasis on financial aid. Ac·
and then experienced a finan - cording to PatricR Riordan,
cial crunch. S tudents are hit spokesmn for the BOR, "Some
real hard in these cases."
of the things this money will go
Two such examples are towards next year, in addition
Texas, which underwent a 42 t o providing more funds for
percent in crease in '85-'86 and needy students, will be hiring
a 35 percent increase in '86- more financial aid workers
'87, and Hawaii, whose stu- and updating equipment. This
dents experien ced a 48 percent will speed up the processing of
increase and a 28 percent in-· financial aid forms."
crease i a matter of t wo years.
Other areas t.o be given
"These schools start at the special attenti n are campus
bottom f the ranking [of the safety programs, police deten low ~ st tuition statesJ and partments and . tudent serv
are rapidly moving up. West ices.

TUITION

With the propsed 15 percent
1ncrease, students will be paying for approximately 22 percent of their education, as th e
BOR defines it. Vernon Voyles
of th e Un iversity of Flo ida\.;
Registrars office, said that th e
long-term state goal for a set
t uition nercentage is 25 per ..
cent.
Voyles said the p oposai
will be voted on during the
spring Legislative sessj n
which starts in April and end5
m June. A final decision
should · e made by ~July 1, and
the new increase woLild takt->
effect in the fal of 1989.
Th . rri!fege Press 9rmnce
was consulted in comp,:hng
this storv

If you will be graduating in the next 18 months and are
interested in part time work to gain management experience, contact Tom Mckenna at (407) 843-5411.
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This

Spring Break,

go Greyhound~
instead•

.
..

.For just $49 each way,
you and your friends can
afford to pile on Greyhound.
Whether it's the beach the
slop s or your hometown,
going Greyhound won't
cramp your tyle.

..

~9~

.

each way based on round-trip pu('chase.

~GO GREYHOUND

!!IAiifIeave the driving tou~
.,.

..

~..L t

I

300 W. Amelia St.• 843-7720T"
-

q .

Must present valid college I. D. card upon p~rchasc . No other discounts apply. Tickets are nontransferable and good only for travel·on Greyhound
and other participating carriers. Offer limited. Spring Break fare available 2/15/89 through 5/ 15/89 and is subject to change without notice.
Greyhound also offers low Money Saver fares . Some restrictions apply. © 1989 Greyhound Lines, Inc .

Opinion~1111£~1111Tu1m11:t11~11i11111~1,,111•1•~r••ll•11i•••11m1111•-•1 ·
Not an editorial,
but go ahead and
read it anyway
Hey journalism majors, English majors and anyone else interested in writing or reporting! The CeTJ,tral Florida Future is sponsoring a writing and editing workshop this Saturday at 9 a.m.
We're bringing in Greg Miller and Mike Griffin of
the Orlando Sentinel.
They will coach student journalists on reporting,
writing, editing and all around newspaper fun.
Greg Miller is the Assistant Metro Editor for the
Orlando Sentinel. He will focus on news topics - what
to cover and especially when. He will also discuss the
many aspects of editing.
Mike Griffin is an education reporter for the
Orlando Sentinel. He covers Orange County (mainly
UCF and other fine area educational institutions.)
Griffin is a UCF graduate, as well as a former editor
in chief at The Central Florida Future. He will
discuss reporting and what to look for in writing a
good news story.
The program will target newspaper writing and is
open to all students as well as employees of The
Future.
Any interested UCF students are invited to join us.
Just meet us at 9 a.m. at The Central Florida Future
news office (the white trailer next to the Health
Center, stuck out in the middle of the desert.) You
can't miss it, as it resembles a shelter for the homeless.
The fun, frolic and festivities will begin with Greg
Miller (on editing) from 9:30 to noon and then we'll
bteak for lunch. (If you think we're paying for your
lunch, too, forget it.)
The second half will feature Mike Griffin (on reporting) and will last from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. There will
be time during each session for students to ask
questions.
This is your chance to find out everything you ever
wanted to know and more about newspaper s and
make some contacts in th e professional world as well.
If you are int erested, give us a call at 275-2865
before Saturday.
Why not? Pee Wee's Playhouse is a rerun anyway.

•

•

•

•

..

•

•

And if that isn't enough ...
The Central Florida Future also has positions
open for writers, advertising reps, artists, photographers and an ad production assistant.
There are lots of opportunities available for many
different talents.
If you are interested in gaining practical experi,. ence working on a newspaper, give us a call at 2752865 (or the business office at 275-2601 for advertis" ing representatives.)
If you are a journalism major, the experience you
will gain by work'.mg for your college newspaper is
practically essential when it comes to internships
and future employment.
You can also stop by The Central Florida Future
news office and fill out an application.
~

.

mhe Central Florida Future
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
Business Office (407) 275-2601, News Office (407) 275-2865

Editor in Chief
Leslie M. Jorgensen
Managing Ed itor
Deput y Managing Editor/
Design
News Editor
Sports Editor
Confetti Editor
Copy Editor
Photo Editor
Production Manager

Ad Production Manager
Classified Manager

Dave Schlenke r

R. Scott Horner
Crickett Drake
Chris Brady
Suzannah G. Terry
Eric Dentel
Angie Hyde
Kasha Kitts

Charmaine Mendoza
Scott Pruitt

Opinions expressed ll'lThe CenJral Florida FNJwre ore 1hose of the newspaper or Ind Md"
uol columnls1 and not necessarily 1hose of the Boord of Publlcotlons. University Administration, or Boord of Regents. Letters 1o the Editor must be typed and Include the
author's signature, major and phone number. Letters ore subject lo editing for
·grammar and space and become the copyrighted property of the newspaper.
Names may be withheld but the newspaper reserves 1he right to refuse publlcotlon
of any letter. Tlte CenJral Florida Fu111u Is a free, newspaper published twice weekly
during the academic year and weekly during the summer.
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NOTHING TO CELEBRATE

Editor:
Many seem to find Bundy's
execution a cause for celebration.
Yes, he committed several murders, and he paid the penalty for
those crimes - rightly so. However, Bundy was a person of great
intelligence who could have used
his talents to make a contribution
to society. Instead, he turn ed to
rape and murder. In that waste of
great potential, I find no cause for
cel ebration .

L isa Isaacs
clinical psychology
•

BOYCOTT ATHLETICS

Editor:
It has been passed. We as students now have to pay about $30
more a semester (on the average)
to support an athletics program
and about 43 more athletes. As
Gene McDowell has stated so lyrically in the Orlando Sentinel "it
isn't up to the students to decide
whether fees are increased... " or is
it ... ?!
Mr. McDowell also stated that
his family and business pay more
than $100,000 in taxes. Mr.
McDowell, you had the option to
vote for the above-mentioned
taxes. If you haven't set foot in a
chemistry lab since starting at
UCF, maybe you should. But wait
until about 8:30 on any weekday
and drive so you can share in the
sometimes fruitless hunt for a
parking space. Many of us who are
in the sciences have become very
fit from walking the 10 minutes to
class from the far reaches of the
'Baja' parking lots (poorly if ever
maintained dirt lots.)
lfthe students want to pay this
fee, then they should keep quiet
and go about their daily business.
.If, on the other hand, you are like
myself and would rather not pay
the fee increase or at least have a
say in where the money goes, it is
not too late to do something about
it. We cannot do anything as individuals but as a grou p we can (ask
the NAACP). This issue will die
only as fast as we let it.
I do not condone attending UCF
sporting even ts and rooting for the
other team as some have suggested. If you want to stop the fee,
hit Mr. McDowell and the people
who want this increase where they
can understand it. BOYCOTT
ALL UCF SPORTING EVENTS
AND THEIR PUBLIC SUPPORTERS INCLUDING CAR DEALERSHIPS, CLOTHING STORES,
BARS AND RESTAURANTS.
This move to the new football division is about money and business

opportunities. Does M.I.T. even
have an athletic program?
What was wrong with the prestige UCF was gaining in its previous division? Did it not pay well
enough? Let's get our priorities in
line. Mr. McDowell, doesn't the
fact that you know that ticket sales
will not support your program tell
you something? I for one would
r ather see my money support this
technological university in such a
manner as to help UCF's prestige
approach that of M.I.T.'s and not
th at of S.M.U.'s sudden death or
L.S.U.'s gambling scandal.
Just for information, I was at
the Univer sity of Southern Mississippi wh en Bobby Collin s left u s in
1980 with a mess similar to the one
he gotS.M.U. into . Let's be careful
and make sure the steps we take
are for the better of the entir e
university not just a few. Remember we can have a say if we do it as
an orderly group. The university is
here for the students, not the faculty.

Jerry Thorpe
arts and sci.ences
•

REALISTIC APPROACH

Editor:
I have al ways prided myself for
trying to be open minded. It seems
to me that Stephen E. DeBlois'
opinion on the "gay club" was not
only one-sided but also unnecessarily condescending. I am amazed
that this man considers himself a
"Christian." I personally feel that
this "follower of Christianity"
needs help with his uChristian
attitude." Many atheists have better attitudes towards mankind.
Obviously, this man is not a
homosexual, nor does he care for
that type of lifestyle. I prefer a
heterosexual lifestyle as well.
However, I find it difficult to condemn people who I do not know
because of their sexual preferences.
I think it would be to Stephen's
advantage, being the psychology
maj or that he is, if he tried looking
at the world realistically.
I have a few questions for
Stephen. What would you do if
someone came to talk to you about
his homosexuality? Would you try
to convert him? If he did not convert, would you turn him away?
CATCH A CLUE, STEVE!!!!!!!

Marie Pilla
Radio and Teleauision
•

TO EACH HIS OWN

Editor:
This letter is in response to the
one printed on Jan. 17. Although I

am not gay, I would like to add my
comments to the cause.
I do not know ifMr. DeBlois has
read the article that was published awhile back on the plight of
the gay individuals on campus.
Perhaps, this article could have
given him some insight into the
way they think and as to what
pressure people like you put upon
them.
You are en titled to your opinion
on the existence of this group.
However, I believe you are being
misled in your final judgement.
You cannot deny the eristence of
gay people. They do exist and they
will continue to exist. As long as
they do e:rist, they must have an
outlet. Just as black people seek
out other black people to have as
friends, gay people also deserve
t his r igh t . Many people only think
of the sexual aspect of being gay.
People should realize that being
gay has much more to it than that.
These people have other emotions. They can also be hurt just
like you or I.
I happen to be closely associated with The Gay and Lesbian
Association of UCF. They are a
fine group of people and I give
them my complete support. I address this because of Mr. DeBlois'
comment "I am unclear as to what
positive function it would serve."
Well, Mr. DeBlois, ifyou have ever
attended one of their meetings,
and I doubt that you have, you
would not see a free-for-all ofreckless abandon rather you would
see a group ofintelligentindividuals getting together to talk about
issues and problems that are on
their minds. Perhaps the members walked away from one of
those meetings feeling a little bit
better than they did coming in. I'd
consider that a positive function,
Mr. DeBlois. What about yourself?
Mr. DeBlois, if you have spent
any time at all with a gay person,
I doubt you would hold these convictions.
In closing, I would just like to
add this. I am a Christian and I
believe in the wor d of God. Even
though I do not personally agree
with the gay lifestyle and its practices, I do respect their right s. I
respect their right to live their
lives the way that they chose to. I
can accept them for that and for
being human beings, because first
and foremost that is what we all
are. I am proud to say that one of
my closest friends is gay and I
want him to know that I give him
and his association all my support.

'
~
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Logan Belle·
English! creative writing •

•
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CROSSWORD PUZZLE

RUBES®
60 Symbol tor
tantalum
61 Tolled
63 Runs away to be
married
65 Winter vehicles
66 Steamship:
abbr.
67 Irritate

by Legh Rubin

54 Roman road
55 Disguise
56 Spanish: abbr.
57 Footllke part
59 Behold!
62 Revised: abbr.
64 Greek letter

DOWN

1 Blemish

ACROSS

1 Watering place
4
6
11
13

Exists
Antlered animal
Chastise
Land surrounded by water

15 8ther
16 Former RusaJan
rulers
'
18 Covers
19 A light meaJ

21 Mountains of
Europe
22 Indian mulberry
23 More pleasJng
26 That woman
29 Mature
31 District In
Germany
33 Printer's

measure

:M

39 Thr~toed sloth
40 Sun god
41 Allowance for
waste
43 Fruit cake
45 Large bird
47 Repealed
50 Therefore
52 Century plant

53 Obacure

Forenoon

35 MoumfuJ
38 Change color of

56 Urge on
58 Pertaining to

t>Jrth

2 Unadulterated
3 Article
4 Send forth
5 Portion
6 Deceive
7 Bone
8 Spanish pot
9 Goes by water
10 Terminate
12 ttaJy: abbr.
14 Symbol tor
dysprosium
17 Rodents
20 Vlper
24 Direction
25 Beam
27 Listen to
28 Throw off
29 Unusual
30 Mohammedan
priest
32 Nerve network
36 Macaw
37 Requires
42 Tissue
44 Sum up
46 Commonplace
48 Memoranda
49 TranaactlonJ
51 Heraldic
bearing

- --·--
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Fred had to leave Doris. Their
relationship was going nowhere.

DID YOU GRO.W UP
WITH A
PROBLEM DRINKER?
GROWING UP IN ALCOHOLIC
OR OTHER CHAOTIC HOUSEHO;LD CAN RESULT IN:
• LOW SELF ESTEEM
•DIFFICULTY TRUSTING OTIIERS
• INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIP DIFFICULTIES
• TROUBLE RELAXING
• FEAR OF LOSING CONTROL
• FEELING OVERlY RESPONSIBLE

If you are a UCF student who can relate to some or all of these characteristics, there is help.
The counseling and testing center and the Student Health Services will be offering group counseling for Adult Children of Alcoholics
Each interested student will be interviewed confidently to help decide if this program is for him or her.

•

Call Debra Kusma at x2811 for an appointment or for additional information
Interviews are by appointment only and will be scheduled NO LATER than Feb 13, 1989
•Not affiliated with AA or Al-Anon

Roommate Wanted for a nice house on Park
Ave. Winter P"°k. 3bdr. 2bth., W/O, yard. Very
enjoyable environment. $250. + 113 utilities.
Call Murat 647-3112 (H) 275-2111 (W).

Alpha Tau Omega
Shipwreck Pany Friday with KD's. Saturday,
Toga Party with Lil Sis'. Congratulations to the
new Pledge Class Officersl Also congratulations on a TAUsome retreat. Pledges meet at
the House, Thurs., and Fri. at 4:00.
lambda Chi Alpha
Congratulations to l1KA & AMI on your
groundbreakings. Get packed for campout
this weekendfl Don't worry it's not hunting
season this time.I Congrats to Gordy and
Kieth- Greek Man and Scholar. Once again
Lambda Chi makes the best Men better.

Pl Kappa Alpha

Roommate Wanted for a House in Alafaya
Woods. Pool, W/O,AllAmenitles.$250+$250
deposit. Call JP work 843-5685 Home 3660823.

Government Homes from $1 (u-repalr) . Delinquent tax property. Repossessions. Call (1)
805-687-6000 Ext. GH- 4628 for current repo
list.

· Need female roommate(s) to share beautiful 2
bdrm-2 bath duplex in Sherwood Forest. $280
+ 112 util and bills. Call Cheryl at 282-4487 .
NEEDASAPll

For Sale By ONner 2bdrm 1bth House. Between Goldenrod and Union Park on 112 acre,
new roof, inside laundry, extra rooms, easy
. access to all parts of town. Great investment.
$44 900 or best offer. Call sn-4924 Please
leave message.

Female non-smoker for 2bdrm apt in Haystacks. Rent$2051mo.+llghts only. Needed by
Feb 281 Near school, pool, tennis, laundry,
etc ... Sylvia 249-0195 anytime.

B-Ball tonight Pike 2 7:30 Pike 1 and Iii sis' at
10:30. Buffet Party Saturday at the Quad from
1-5 wittJ Jason Webb. Tri-Delt reception
Monday night, coat and Ile.

Academic/entrepreneur non-smoker male for
new 2-story, 3bdrm house near UCF!Martin,
library , music studio, auto/Wood workshop,
balcony, swim, jacuzzi. $200/mo.+$100
dep.+112 util. Call 273-5058.

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Regionals were cranking! Everybody got a
heart on. I guess its because of all thatFunkycold-Medlnafl Get ready for retreat this Sat.II
Mandatoryll Pledges keep up the good work.

Roommate wanted to share 3bdr/ 2 1/2 bth
Condo. in Chancellors Row. Pool, WID, and
Tennis Courts, etc. Rent $220. + 113 utJllties
ca112n-6623.

Tau Kappa Epsilon
Hey you AthletJc Supporters there's a basketball game tonight at 9:30. Have fun in New
Orleans this weekend. There will be no meeting this Sunday.

Tae Kwon Do
UCF Tae Kwon Do
Want to make new friends, stay in shape and
learn a martial art? Join the UCF Tae Kwon Do
club. M,T 8-10, Th 7-9 pm Ed Bldg., or call Wes
679-8002 leave message.
Student Personnel Assoc.
S.P .A. Meeting LR 230 Feb 12 5pm. John
Finnigan guest speaker from Dow Jones
(Fortune 500 Co.) on interviews. Be smart! Be
there!

Roommate wanted to share 3 bedroom
house. 2 miles from UCF $260/mth plus utJliues call Jim 366-1450.

ATTENTION - HIRING! Government jobs your area. $17840 - $69,485. Call 1-602-8388885 eX15781.

Two floppy disc drive EPSOM Equity 256k,
color monitor, IBM compatible. Call Suzan
275-4119 for details.
Tanning Canopy New $1500. Excellent $500.
282-5482 leave message.
Black & White Sony Watchman. 2" screen,
good cond. Asking $80-Remote Control Airplane- Piper Cub, most of tall section assem.
Almost new- asking $90. Call Eric 380-5463.

Lookin g for Roommate to share 2bdrml 2bth
apartment 1/2 rent plus 112 utilities. 6 miles
from UCF, pool, tennis, and much more. Call
Becky 282-4456.

Attention: Excellent income for home assembly work. Info call 504-646-1700 dept. p307.
L.:adies Earn $200 to $300 per week full or par1time selling roses in Orlando's finest Night
Clubs and Restaurants. Immediate openings,
must have a car. Call 896-5487 between 10
am and 4 pm.
Nanny Needed Live-in Miami. 2 children, car
provided, private room and bath, live in position, separate entrance, no housekeeping,
Sunday and Monday off. Salary $250.00 per
week. Call Nanny Placement Center In
Orlando at 260-0031 ask for Pat. No Fee
Involved.
Summer Employment. Retail t Sales. Full or
part-time, flexible hours. Call All-Pool 295·
4540 or 273-1840.

Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.
Call Prestige Typing for your papers and
resumes 2n-7237.
KCO Inc. WP/OP $1- 2.50/ pg. 678-6735.
Fast Typing call Stacey 275-4112.

Computer Help Available - 645-1858.
Linear Controls 2n-1244.
Algebra, Calculus Finite math m-1244.
Physlcs Chemistry m-1244.
Spanish Help Available. Native speaker of
Spanish. Call 281-3982.

80 Honda Hawk 400Cc 11300 ml, runs great.
Excellent Condition. $550. 365-7203.

Rooms for rent in a 4 bdrm house 5 min from
UCF. $135/ month + $150. deposit. Available
Feb. 15 Call 365-1287, ask for Ed .
Roommate Needed Now.
Non-smoking female needed to share 3 bdrm!
2bth apartment located near school. $172.
month 113 utilities & $70. deposit. Call Ktlsty or
Pany after 5pm 679-827 1.

Computer student for in-home training on PC
of first timers. $51hour. Call 365-8748.

Resumes and cover letters . Designed, reviSed, typed- 657-0079.

Horizons Travel Agency call for low AirfareCruise quotes 281-0836.
Can you buy Jeeps, Cars, 4X4's Seized in
drug raids for under $100.0C>? Call for facts
today. 602-837-3401. Ext. 127
79 White Cutlass Supreme . Great looking
and runs well. Great for work and school. 2758668 $1100.00 Must Sell
1974 Ford Mustang 2. 78,000 miles runs
greatl Call Chris at 695-0996.

One bdrm, one bth-within walking distance to
UCF- $285/mo . Call 281·6545.
For rent: 1 bdrm efficiency apartment located
1 block off Park Ave. $350/mo.-all uul and bills
are pald by owner. If interested, please call
John at 282-9685.

Best Summer Jobs Beautiful camp on lake in
<Antral Flonda. Skiing, riding, theater, dance,
art, sports and much more. Call 1-800-329CAMP.

Duplex For Rem, 2bd, 2b, WIO, All Appl. 112
mile from UCF. $430. Call 453 3665 or 3219753.

Part-ume Help Wanted. Good Pay. At us into
your schedule. Call Professional Movers Inc.
859-1334.

Band I Guitarist. bassist. and drummer looking
for singer. Play
progressive and rock. Please call 275-4364 or
275-4304.
Excellent Word Processing - 366-0538.

Fast Typing Service
Quick, professional service. free revisions.
UCPs oldest typing firm. Same day and
weekend sennce. Visa & Mastercard over
18,300 sausfied. Students and 4 grouchesl
671-3007.

PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF Campus
All rypes of srudent documents. Same day
service available. IBM letter quality word
processing.
Fast • Professional • Accurate
WORDMASTERS 2n-9600

The Church at Alafaya, SBC
(A Christian Church)
Located at the Holiday Inn UCF
At Sundays Service 10-11 am Feb. 19
Steve Sheffler Concert
Everyone Welcome

Mega what a party I Sorry about your car, I
will help with cash but I hope you learned to
remove your keys. Most of all thanks for
posong my bail, I was about to become my
cellmates. Luv Thang don't hold a grudgereply Geno ps- What was in I.hat punch!?!

Main Campus

Area Campuses

February 14 & 15
10:00 am 7:00 pm
On the H,ealth and
Physics Green

February 13 15
12 noon 9:00 pm
Place: TBA
••
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fessional sports, and Edwards believes Proposition 42 is designed to prevent this .
FROM PAGE 12
Ironically, despite Thompson's critic1sm of
the rule, it does not affect Georgetown. Alex
Martins, assistant sports information director
~trongly about that."
Bergman suggested an alternative to Propo- 1at Geogetown, said Georgetown has never resition 42. "Give him a year in supervised accel- . cruited athletes who did not meet Proposition
erated study," he said, "then give him four 48 requirements.
years of eligibility."
Responding to Edwards' quote, Bergman
Callarman said there was a propos~T similar said: "There is some validity to it. But maybe
to the idea Bergman suggested. Proposition 43, college is not for everyone. That may sound like
which Callarman favored, would have re- an elitist statement, but it certainly is not
·
warded an athlete who had 96 semester hours racist."
after four years and was in good academic
Both Callarman and McDowell were constanding, with a fifth year of college. This would cerned about the validity of SAT scores. Callarincrease the probability of that student gradu- man said standardized tests are not racist, but
the reason why a higher percentage of blacks do
ating.
However, the NCAA voted against this poorly on it remains to be answered.
proposition.
McDoweU commented, ''The unanswered
Amongthe leadingcriticsofProposition42is question is if standardized tests are fair."
The issue of Proposition 42 will come up at
1988 Olympic basketball coach John Thompson of Georgetown University. Thompson next year's NCAA meeting. With the approval
boycotted two games as a protest.
vote being close, it is possible that the rule will
He claims the rule discriminates against be ovPrtumed. McDowell thinks it is a possibillow-income minority students. The crux of his ity but Callarman thinks otherwise.
"It is my personal opinion that it won't be
argument is that standardized tests are biased
against minorities.
rescinded," Cal1arman said.
Temple University basketball coach John
McDowell and soccer coach Bill Barker
Chaney calls the passing of the proposal ra- pointed out two things that have been lost in
the debate.
cism, according to a recent issue of Newsweek
magazine.
McDowell noted that the rule only affects
In that same issue, Harry Edwards, a Uni- NCAA schools. It does not affect junior colleges,
versity of California professor of sociology, is nor does it affect NAIA schools.
"It doesn't touch me in terms of recruiting,"
quoted as saying, "Prop 42 is an elitist, racist
travesty."
Barker said. " But I do think it was misinterHe added that if current trends continue, preted in terms of aid. Students will still be
blacks could dominate both collegiate and pro- eligible for finacial aid based on need."
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TAEKWON-DO W.T.F.
Korean Art of Self Defense
Classes taught by Grand Master
K.J.Lee 8th dan Blackbelt and
raduate of Cho-Sun Univ. Korea
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CALL NOW 331-7400

ONE FRE_E LESSON
FREE Uniform
with any course

i~ \)~t \\t%t~%
Fridays as Collegiate Days!

25 % Off all hair care and nail services
with UCF ID, Appoinrnents Appreciated
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2605 E. Curryford Rd., Ori., F1 32806 (407) 896-6738
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FOOD AND SPIRITS
Live Entertainment- Wed. thru Sat
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Social Hours
2 for 1 Well • 50¢ Draft • 3.50 Pitcher
Mon. - Fri. 11 AM - 7 PM
Mon. - Thurs. 11 PM - 12 AM
Sat. & Sun. 7 PM - 9 PM
Munchies & Hors d'oeuvres 4 PM - 7 PM

.

Daily Drink Specials
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Thursday Night
Ladies Drink Free 9-11
Friday Night

-

FREE KEG PARTY

.
.

.
A comedy about one nice guy who got pushed too far.
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Andrew Rice, who was an allstate selection as a freshman.
Newcomers Cliff Kresge,
Kevin Altenhoff and Malcolm
Joseph fill the second through
fourth spots. The final spot is
being contested for by three
players - Hans Strom-Olsen,
Jay McWilliams and Jody
Hrkach.
The Knights, who play in
the strongest golf region in the
nation (southeast), are facing
their toughest schedule ever.
They are scheduled to compete
in nine tournaments, including three of the most prestigious tournaments in the nation-the Southeastern Intercollegiate hosted by Alabama,
the Hitchcock Intercollegiate
hosted by Auburn and the
Jerry Pate Intercollegiate to
be held in Pensacola
"Our goals are to win as
many tournaments as possible
and to be invited to the NCAA
tournament," Wilson said .
Perhaps the most important tournament ofthe season
for UCF, and a possible stepping stone to the NCAA tournament, will be held in
Orlando. ThefirstannualUCF
Golf Classic will be held March
13-15 at the Grand Cypress
Resort .
The tournament will feature 18 of the nation's top golf
teams. The Sunshine Network
will televise the final day of
play. Highlights of the tournament will be shown on ESPN,
CNN and the USA Network.
In all, the tournament has a
potential of reaching 10 million homes.
"I'm proud of it because this
will be an all-time first,"
Wilson said. ''No collegiate golf
tournament has ever been
televised."

by Chris Brady

third and sixth innings.
"I thought he was at his best in the
fifth and sixth innings," Bergman siad.
The UCF baseball team rebounded "He started to get tired in the seventh
.
from three straight losses to Miami inning.
The victory gave UCF its first win of
last weekend to thrash Bethune-Cookman 16-5 Tuesday afternoon at the the season. The Knights opened the
season by losing three games to Miami
UCF Baseball Complex.
"It was a good game in that we got to last weekend.
Miami, the nation's second-ranked
play a lot of people," coach Jay
Bergman said. 'The game gave us a team, defeated UCF4-l Friday night in
chance to get some things ironed out." the season-opener for both teams.
The Knights jumped out in front of UCF's Brian Ahern took the loss, givthe Wildcats, scoring three runs in the ing up four runs on six hits. The
first inning and two more in their sec- Knights hiWng attack was limited to
five hits by the Hurricanes' Joe Grobe.
ond at bat.
UCF lost 5-1 Saturday to the HurriShortstop Carlos Agurto and centerfielder Curtis Latzo paced a 14-hit canes. Will Vespe and F.P. Fabregas
attack for th e Knights. Agurto was 2~2 hit home runs for Miami off of UCF's
with a double while Latzo was 2-5 with David Goins, the losing pitcher. Mike
a double.
Schmit led the Knights with two hits,
Stanley Palm and Scott Underwood including a double.
In the series finale, Miami ripped
each hit doubles for the Knights.
Bill O'Toole hit a three-run, pinch- UCF in a '15-0 victory to complete the
hit home run ·in the sixth inning. The weekend sweep. Miami's freshman
400-foot blast over the cen terfield wall pitcher, Alex Fernandez allowed four
was th e Knights' first home run of the hits in seven innings in ms col1ege
debut.
season.
Fernandez was drafted by the MilAnthony Laszaic recorded the win
for the Knights. The sophomore right- waukee Brewers in the first round last
hander allowed six hits and four runs year. UCF's Brandon Turner took the
loss. Despite losing three games,
in seven innings of work.
"He (Laszaic) did a nice job for his Bergman felt the Miami series would
first time out," Bergman said. "It was help the Knights later on down the
road.
a good confidence booster for him."
"The players realize where we need
Laszaic allowed a run in the fourth
and flfth innings and gave up his other to be to go to the playoffs," Bergman
two TWlS in the seventh inning. He said. "In two or three weeks, we will be
retired the side in order in the first, a better team for having played them."
SPORTS EDITOR

Biii Foxworthy/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTU RE

Sophomore Anthony Laszaic (above) pitched UCF to its first victory of the season
Tuesday as UCF defeated Bethune-Cookman 16-5.

Proposition 42 receives praise and criticism
by Roy Fuoco
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The NCAA recently· passed Proposition 42 in an
effort to raise the academic standards of college
athletes.
The proposal has received severe criticism from
some prominent coaches but received strong support
from UCF. The proposal, which goes into effect in
1990, closes a loophole in Proposition 48.
The NCAA passed Proposition 48in1983. It set up
academic standards for athletes wishing to receive
athletic scholarships.
Beginning in 1986, incoming freshmen needed to
have both a 700 SAT score and a 2.0 academic G.P.A.
to be eligible for an athletic scholarship, according to
the guidelines of Proposition 48.
However, Proposition 48 included a partial qualifier loophole·. A student who scored less than 700,but
had a2.0 overall G.P.A could still receive an athletic
scholarship but had t~ sit out the freshman year.
The student could neither practice nor play his
freshman season, and had only three years ofremaining eligibility.

The NCAA designed Proposition 42 to close this
loophole.
Dr. William Callarman, the UCFfaculty representative at the NCAA meetings, said the 2.0 academic
G.P.A was designed to have student athletes entering college be better prepared academically.
"The intention of Prop. 48 was to put (high) schools
on notice to ensure that their academic programs
were designed so the athlete will be prepared for
college," Callarman said.
He added that Proposition 42 was needed because
high school athletes were not taking enough academic classes.
"Instead, a lot of students were taking not academic classes, but non-academic subjects to bolster
their G.P.A.," Callarman explained.
Proposition 42 received the support of the athletic
department, though a common statement was thatit
did not effect UCF.
"Anyone who doesn't meet those minimum standards would have trouble passing their classes here,"
basketba1l coach Phll Carter commented.
Athletic director Gene McDowell added, ''We
haven't even asked anyone with a 1.8 (G.P.A)."

Despite it not affecting UCF, McDowell supports
Proposition 42.
"I think they could have left it (Prop. 48) alone,"
McDowell said. "UCF would not have made this
proposal. But since it came up you vote yes or no and we voted yes.
"By and large this is a good rule. Just because a
student plays athletics, it doesn't give him the
special right to attend college. All of a sudden you are
discriminating against those who don't play."
Baseba1l coach Jay Bergman supports Propostion
42 but for a different reason. He feels Proposition 48,
without the amendment, prevents athletes from
graduating.
He pointed out that after the student sits out the
first year, only three years of eligibility with an athletic scholarship remain. The average student takes
about five and one-half years to graduate.
"What I object to the most is if some schools want
to admit students with lower academic ability,"
Bergman said, "it's not fair to the student to throw
him to the wolves after three years. I feel very
SEEPROPOSITION PAGE11.

Men's golf looks for NCAA berth
NCAA tournament. Despite winning the Florida Intercollegiate Golf Championship last year
over the likes of Florida and Florida State, the
The UCF men's golf program has come a long Knights were overlooked by the selection
way since coach Dale Wilson arrived three committee.
years ago.
The golf team is ranked 34th in the nation
When Wilson came here, UCF had a modest and returns its entire championship team from
golf program, playing a schedule consisting of last year, with one exception. The team has also
junior college teams and low-quality team tour- added a few newcomers to the squad. There are
naments.
11 players on the team, but only five are sent to
However, with the guidance of Wilson anq each tournament.
spirited play by the team, the program has
The "starting five" that are sent to the tour- '
taken a 180 degree turn. Coming off the best naments are determined by "who's hot and
season in UCF golf history, one in which they who's not" at tournament time, according to
were crowned Florida's intercollegiate champi- Wilson.
ons, the Knights are looking ahead to their most
Presently, the top five are led by sophomore
challenging schedule ever in 1989.
UCF is also looking for an invitation to the
SEE GOLF PAGE 11
by Todd Dewey
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The entertaimnent and feature supplement of

Jack Heale.y:
a man with
light luggage
and a heavy
message ...

;

J

Hiiary Mellter

~ Central Florida FUture

In his six years as coordinator, Healey has
already surpassed his original goals of doubling
mnesty International's Human AI'srnembershipandrevenues. He has brought
Rights Now! tour arrived in Bue- human rights concerns and the Amnesty Internos Aires, Argentina, winding national name to the attention of millions of
down six weeks of world-wide young people through the Conspiracy of Hope
travel. As the bus pulled in with and Human Rights Now! rock-n-roll tours.
Healey first merged music with a humanist
the staff, performers and guests, the young
Argentine crowd, soon to reach 75,000, roared cause in 1970, when the Raspberrys and Bachinto the stadium for this uncommon night of man-Turner Overdrive helped promote a "Freedom From Hunger" campaign.
.
hope and pleasure.
The Human Rights Now! tour is his latest
Just the night before, in Mindosa, a Chilean
town on the border of Argentina, the tour had creation and was two years in the making. This
united the "mothers of the disappeared" from tour combines the talents of Sting, Bruce
Chile with the "mothers of the disappeared" Springsteen, Tracy Chapman, Youssou N'Dour
from Argentina. In these countries, individuals and Peter Gabriel. One difference that distinand sometimes whole families are arrested guishes this tour from the previous Conspiracy
merely for their
of Hope tour is the inclusion of
disagreement Many of the children had been a corporate sponsorship from
with the politics stolen
by either Chilean or the Reebok Foundation, a nonof their country
profit interest of the sports- a so-called Argentine authorities.
wear company.
"disappearance."
According to Healey, this
Many of the children from these families had will be the last of the corporate sponsorships for
been stolen by either Chilean or Argentine au- AI tours. "It took every ounce of brains and
thorities. Some of them had been reclaimed by muscle I had to remain in control", he said.
the remaining members of their families.
And, in the end, AI only used $2million of the
Returning on the crowded bus from Mindosa $10 million offered by Reebok.
were some of the Argentine mothers and chilThe Human Rights Now! tour, according to
dren.
Maclean's magazine, cost $23 million to proAt the stadium, the bus was greeted by a duce. Even with this huge budget, all contracts
horde of Argentine police. As the bus stopped, for performances were by spoken word only,
a policewoman stepped into the doorway. She Healey said. In fact, the only written commitwas intent on taking one of the children -a 10- ment received by Healey was a memo from
year-old girl - who had previously been her Bono saying U2 would play the Conspiracy of
captive.
Hope tour anywhere in the world for two weeks.
The little girl's eyes filled with fear at the
Carrying a message of human rights to a
sight of her abductor. She fled to the rear of the world-wide audience, the Human Rights Now!
bus and attempted to hide as the policewoman tour was specifically designed to celebrate the
raced along, pounding on the outside of the bus. 40th anniversary of the Universal Declaration
Her grandmother froze, traumatized by the of Human Rights, which was adopted by the
thought of losing her child
United Nations
once again. (The girl's par- Healey received a memo from on December 10,
ents were tortured and Bono saying U~ would play the 1948. The 30
killed, most likely by the
articles of the
same forces now responsible Conspiracy · of Hope tour any- declaration
for this new terror.)
where in the world for two weeks. serve as a definiThe other passengers in
tion of human
the bus also sat in the cramped quarters of their rights for the people of the world.
Healey considers the declaration "one of the
seats, transfixed by the sudden turn of events.
The policewoman continued leering into a greatest documents ever written."
rear window of the bus. She yelled at the girl to
Healey's travels, which put him on the road
come off.
about half the year, bring him to only 10to12
The only person to respond to the little girl's college campuses in that time.
plight was her six-year-old brother. Running to
His message to any audience is strong and
the back of the bus, he took off his small jacket ringing with non-violent means of conquering
and placed it over the window, shielding his torture, execution and oppression. Healey is
sister from her oppressor.
often overcome by the power ofhis message and
"I dare say that in the history of the human steps back from the podium as if to buffer the
rights movement, this might be one of its finest audience from some of his most uncomfortable
acts," said Jack Healey, director of Amnesty revelations and pronouncements.
He provides the crowd with a gauntlet of
International USA, after recounting this story
to a group of
rhetorical and provocative
UCF students at "Without nonviolence against questions to run, challenging
his Jan. 30 a violent government, what them to search for an answer.
speech.
"Where do people go for help
This young chance do you have?"
in our times?"
boy performed "a
"Without
nonviolence
non-violent act against a very violent govem- against a violent government, what chance do
men t," because it was what he had to do, Healey you have?"
said.
With 150,000 dead in Nicaragua, "How do
According to Healey, this is what the human you restore that country to a state of decency?
rights movement is about. "All we really have, Where do the tens of thousands of people go for
ultimately, is a little jacket to put over the protection?"
window, but it's also all we need."
Had Amnesty International been around in
A man with light luggage and a heavy mes- the 1930s, would the Holocaust have occurred
sage, this traveling salesman of human-rights in Nazi Germany ?
Healey poses such questions while painting
causes traverses the globe, usually with only a
suit and two shoulder bags. His travels take a picture of world-wide human rights
him and Amnesty's message to the leaders and
the people of many different nations.
SEE HEALEY PAGE 6
by Lance Tumer
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'Outrageous Animation 'tasteless but hysterical

..
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Movie Review

..........

~

The best films in Outrageous Animation are "Jac
Mac and Rad Boy Go!" by
Wes Archer and "One of
Those Days" by Bill Plympton.
In ..J ac Mac and Rad Boy
Go!,.. two modern youths
take a spin around town in
their red sports car. During
Expanded Ent•rtalnn-.nt
their quest for cold brew. the
Joe Moc and Rad Boy cruise around town in an endlest quest for brewskis and wanton
duo squish a dog, demolish
destruction in one of the short cartoons in the film Outrageous Animation.
two cops and send the earth
into an age of nuclear destruction.
by R. Scott Homer
m.mD
"One of Those Days" is a pitiful story
about a man, a dog and an extreme
EF1NITELY NOT FOR 1HE faint-hearted,
amount of bad luck. This poor sap gets
Outrageous Animation is a compibit. burned. electrocuted, slugged.
lation of 22 short animated films
with sex. violence or bowel movements
There is something about anatomi- zapped and flattened. And all this
cally correct cartoon characters that happens before lunch.
as their central theme.
Other bright spots in this collection
These animated shorts from around makes people want to laugh. Yes. we are
the world range in length from 30 talking full-frontal nudity. Cartoon are the cute spermatowa in "The
nudity, mind you, but nudity nonethe- Haploid Affair ... the vomitous dog in
seconds to 7 minutes.
"Great British Moments" and the foul
The quality of art work in them varies less.
from crude pencil sketches to colorfully
The series of shorts was dedicated to mouthed "Lupo the Butcher."
This series may contaln sick humor,
graphic images. Their humor is based the cult classic "Bambi meets Godzilla."
a 90-second cartoon which explores but it's quality sick humor.
completely on the outrageous.
Outrageous Animation is playing at
The result is a set of brief films which what would happen if the big lizard from
are tasteless, raunchy. gross and Tokyo ever ran across Bambi in the the Enzian Theatre in Maitland. It will
run from Feb. 7 through Feb. 12.
woods.
absolutely funny.

Movies

D

Skid Row hits rock botto01

with their latest release

Albums
.·
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by John Citrone

•Skid Row
Artist: Skid Row
Producer: Michael Wagener

I

s SKID Row JUST an offshoot

of the bad-boy, sleazerock cliche so popular
today?
Yept
With their latest self-titled
release, Skid Row promises
to rip off every glam rock
poseur band from Ratt to
BonJovi.
Lead singer 'Sebastian
Bach is just the cutest little
bugger with the cutest little
name. Bach. a Stephen
Pearcy
(Rat.t)
clone,
struggles through eleven
simplistic arrangements
without impressing anyone
except himself.
The first cut on side one is
called "Btg Guns." · In this
nifty little ditty;· Bach likens
himself to a -Valentino with a
hand-grenade" who "makes
his move with his libido on."
lt reminds me of a music
critic's line from the movie

Spinal Tap, which parodied
bands such as these:
"Drowning in a sea of retarded sexuality."
The band executes a painfully average backdrop of
instrumentation with halfhearted musicianship. Guitarist Dave "The Snake" Sabo
has actually mariaged to
compile the most overused
riffs in the history of the guitar and place them into one
song.
With such titles as "Youth
Gone Wild" and "Makin' a
Mess,.. side two focuses on
street life in the city.
This subject lends itself
well to poignant songwriting.
This caliber of lyricism is
avoided with such dexterity
that it's almostasifSkidRow
had intended to make a
mockery of themselves.
The band does create one
credible piece of music called
"I Remember You." Unfortunately for them, though, this
cut was released on the heels
ofBonJovi's "I'll Be There for
You" and is strikingly similar.
Even though this power
ballad is a welcome departure from the album's other
ten atrocities, it is not nearly
strong enough to make up for
them.
Skid Row will be opening
forBonJovionFeb. lOatthe
Orlando Arena.

TOP TEN ALBUMS

Week ending Feb. s, 1989

This fist Is compiled by the number of albums, cassettes, and
CDs sold. Courtesy of PEACHES Music and Video.

1. Mystery Girl
2.
3.

4.

5.

Roy Orbison
Electric Youth
Debbie Gibson
Wild Thing
Tone Loe
Appetite For Destruction
Guns 'n' Roses
Volume I
Traveling Wllburys

6. Cocktail Original Soundtrack
Various Artist
7. Sifhoueffes
KennyG.
8. Calm Animals

The Flxx
9. Great Radio
Tesla
10. Giving You the Best
That I Got
Anita Baker

More Gibson gibberish
er Cola Bores
Add Patrick Swayze, Madonna and Robert (Addicted
To Love) Palmer to the long
list of rock 'n roll and entertainment celebs like David
Bowie, Michael J. Fox and
George Michael. who have
advertised cola. What's
worse, the commercials
aren't really that good.

Dirty Laundry
onard Nimoy,.will feature the
three stars from the original
movie, Tom Selleck, Ted
Danson and Steve Gutenberg.

.-Ham On Sly
Sylvester Stallone has been
,,.. Tttllating Titles
signed to advertise ham for
A selection of interesting the Ito Ham Company of
band names for your reading Japan. The slogan on the ad
enjoyment: Jesus Chrysler, reads "A delicious way to
Alien Sex Fiend, Pussy Ga- send your love." Next adverlore, Elvis Hitler, Inca Ba- tising move for Stallone:
bies, Bitch Magnet, Scruffy monkey brains, perhaps?
the Cat, Half A Chicken,
Psycho Daisies and the Ge- ,,.. Barbara Blech
What is this business about
natortures.
critics comparing Debbie·
Gibson
to
Barbara
er Another Baby Due
Barbara
The sequel to Three Men and Streisand?
A Baby is scheduled to start Streisand?? Why not Beverly
filming this spring. The Sills or Ella Fitzgerald?
movie, to be directed by Le- Arrggh.

Calendar
• Up With People
Up With People, a multinational group of singers, dancers and musicians who combine popular and traditional
songs, dances and costumes,
will appear at 3 p.m. for a
one-hour show, and 7:30
p.m. for a two-hour show. on
Feb. 18 at the Oviedo High
School Auditorium. Tickets
are $5 for all matinee seats,
and $7 for adults and $6 for
students for the evening performance. Tickets are available at the Barnett Bank in
Oviedo, Publix on Alafaya
Woods Boulevard, and Nelson True Value Hardware in
the Oviedo Shopping Center.
• MosheYess
Moshe Yess is a singer, composer and guitar master who
has shared musical experi ences with Glen Campbell .
Jose Feliciano, Herb Alpert
and Theodore Bikel.
This world-famous folk
music performerwill be heard
in concert at 8 p.m. on Saturday, Feb. 18 at the Jewish
Community Center Auditorium. Tickets for the show are
$5 for adults or $1 for children. For additional information call theJCC at 645-5933.

•

• Outrageous Animation
Outrageous Animation, a collection of adult-themed cartoons, has been called everything from scandalous and
shocking to hilarious and
unbelievable.
They will be showcased
through Feb. 12 at 7:15 and
9:30 dailywitha 5:00 matinee
on Sunday at the Enzian
Theater.
• Indian River Fest
Music veterans Ario
Guthrie and Pete Seeger will
be headlining a ten-hour outdoor music festival from noon
to 10 p.m. on Sunday, Feb. 12
at Riverside Park In Vero
Beach. For more information
on the Festival call (407) 5891403 or 567-3520.

•New Spaces
At 7 p.m. on Wednesday, Feb.
22 Michael Reese, senior
technician, University of
Warwick, England, and OSF
technical director will present
a public lecture on Elizabethan theatre technology at
the Orlando Public Library
Oak Room. The lecture is the
second in a series being presented as part of the Orlando
Shakespeare Festival. Call
423-6905 for more information.

•
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The .CLAST .•.
.will you pass?

SEAF~OO RESTAURANT. MARKET & LOUNGE

r-R'Aw-oN THEHALF SHELL 1
l~YSTERS $199A?OZENI

I

WITH THIS COUPON & PURCHASE
I
LIMIT 1 DOZEN
OF AN ENTREE
EXPIRES
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Get help with

Getting Ready for the CLAST

2-15-89

In loWlge from 6-8 p.m. Mon.-Sat.

r
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----------LIVE ENTERTAINMENT TUESDAY,

PER ENTREE
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Reading, Writing, Essay, Mathematics

This concise text Includes Instruction and sample tests created
using the latest state CLAST specifications. You'll discover where
you need help and you'll get the help you need.
Ask for It at your bookstore.

. '\ '

2054 N. Semoran Blvd.· 1/4 Mile N. of Aloma
Casselton Comers across• from S

,L H&H

677-0197

Publishing Company, Inc.

:.·

New }brR City

199 round/rip

Denver

199 round/rip

Seattle

199 round/rip

Chic.ago

199 roundlrfp

Phoenix

$99 round/rip

Boston

199 round/rip

UIX!
8Jrl Lauderdale

199 round/rip

San PrancisaJ

199 roundJrip

Los Angeles

199 round/rip

$99 roundtrip airfares on Northwest Airlines.

•

. · A special offer for students,

only for American Express Cardmembers.
And, of course, you'll enjoy all the exceptional
benefits and personal service you would expect from
Because now you can take advantage of new travel American Express.
The only requirements for privileged travel: you
privileges on Northwest Airlines onlyfor f uli-time
students who r,arry the American F,:xprp,ss Card
must be a Cardmember, you must be a full-time student, and you must charge your Northwest Airlines
Travel privileges that offer:
~ .
7UxJ $99 roundtrip tickets-fly to any of tickets with the Card.*
Getting the Card is easier than ever because now
NORTHWEST the more than 180 cities served by NorthAl RLl NES
west i'h th~ contiguous 48 United .states. you can apply by phone. just call 1-800-942-AMEX.
We'll take your application and begin to process it
LOOK TO us
Only one ticket may be used per SIXright away. What's more, with our Automatic
month period.
Approval offers,
SpecialQuarterly NorthuR,stDestination Disrounls
throughout 1989-up to 25% off the l<me.5t available fare. you can qualify now
while you··re still in
5,000 bonus miles in Northwest's WORLDPERKs9
free travel program-where only 20,000 miles gets
school.
Apply now. Fly later ,
you a free roundtrip ticket to anywhere Northwest flie5
1
-for les.5.
in the contiguous 48 United States or Canada.
lf you want to go places, it's time for the American

Expre.5S* Card.

Apply Now: 1-800-942-AMEX
•Some restrictions may apply. for complete offer details, call I-800-942-AMEX. Current student Cardmembm automa11cally m:eM two $99 YOUChers In the mail.
C> .1989 American Express Travel. Related Services Company, Inc.
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Even Charles

Bronso~

isn't heroic enough to save 'Kinjite'

by Richard Karman

the point that seeing the newest
Charles Bronson movie is an entertainment
death wish in itself.
Kir!Ji.te (Japanese for "forbidden subjects" and
pronounced Kin-je-tay) lets Bronson play a cop
instead of vigilante Paul Kersey from the four

I

Movies

T HAS GOTTEN ro

Death Wish movies.

Lieutenant Crowe (Bronson) is on the trail of
Duke, a pimp who recruits teen-aged girls for his
prostitution rtng. The
plot is like a game of
roulette. Round and
round and round it
goes and where it stops,
nobody knows.
Then again, nobody
cares.
Kinjite spends too
much time developing
its one subplot while
neglecting the feud between Crowe and Duke.
What they do let the
audience
see
is
Yawnsville, U.SA
The script's dialogue is just as poor as
its plot, giving Bronson
simple sentences to
recite instead of anything witty. Absent are
even the ever-popular
I

Mov.ie Review

Kinjife starring Charles Bronson as Lieutenant Crowe hos guns, guts and
broads but it still does not live up to Bronson's Death Wish type classics.

one-liners that describe how somebody dies. Even
though these cutesy lines have been over-used by
Arnold and Sly ever since they lifted the idea from
the James Bond movies, audiences still eat them
up with a soup spoon.
These lines still couldn't have saved this particular movie, however.
Even the title is bad. It makes it sound like a
ninja flick, which is a big turn-off to many moviegoers. Also, it would seem that a movie with this
kind of name should find itself playing at drive-ins
instead of movie houses.
Kinjite doesn't take any chances whatsoever.
Even with the kind of subject matter this film deals
with, the violence, profanity. and action are extremely limited. There is not even one decent chase
scene throughout the whole film. There was a lot
more action in the lines outside the rest rooms
than there was on the scr.een.
Duke is the nicest pimp I have ever seen. He
uses no intimidation, never gets angry at his girls,
never swears, and, most likely. is a regular at
Sunday morning mass. He is also an exceptional
dresser. I guess he has to keep up with all the other
pimps.
One of Bronson's best performances was in the
original Death Wish. His acting was believable. The
storyline of basic revenge had been done. but a few
new twists were seen. Revenge was taken by a
victim instead of a cop for the killing of his partner
or a criminal on his jailer. Death Wis~ unlike
Kir!Jite, stuck to its storyline and was coherent and easy to follow.
Kinjite is as old as yesterday's news. A
teen-aged girl gets kidnapped by Duke and
transformed into a hooker. Her father decides to try and take matters into his own
hands and goes out looking for his daughter.
He is so ignorant that he does not think to
obtain a gun. Does he suppose that he can
verbally persuade Duke to return his
daughter? Instead. the father gets mugged
after being out on the street for what seems
like five minutes, which caused me to laugh
out of pity.
In fact. the whole movie caused me to
laugh out of pity.

Concerns of the 60s
still a part of the 80s
by Steven Conner

1£W:?J

Network

who was on
campus a couple of weeks
ago selling his tie-dyes re- spouse abuse as it is heard
ally got me thinking about through an apartment wall.
The topic of abuse ls not
the Sixties.
For several years now, I've new to the recording indusSuzanne
found myself witnessing try. however.
more and more of the positive Vega's "Luka" is one such
aspects of the Sixties being song that has made it big and
repeated in
approaches
the Eighties.
the topic of
The interchild abuse.
national con10,000
certs like Live
Maniacs last
album,InMy
Aid and the
Amnesty
Tribe, was
shows got
filled with
their share of
songs about
social ills
publicity, not
only for the
such as alcoholism, child
similarities to
abuse, and
Woodstock,
the need for
but for the reworld peace.
surgence of
Michelle Shocked
social conOther.
cern they exemplified. Skep- more established, artists
tics soon found themselves have written songs that
witnessing a consciousness speak of the problems facing
the world today. Probably the
in the youth of the ~orld
something new for the "Me most well- known group in .
generation" of the Eighties.
this revival is U2. Most
The folk music of the people were introduced to U2
Woodstock era was popular through their song, "Pride (In
because of its calls for peace TheNameofLove)." No doubt
and its cries of injustice.
· the first of its kind to enjoy
Today, new folk-rock art- mass popularity in the Eightists like Tracy Chapman are ies, the song spoke ofleaders
leading the way in this so- who brought America the call
cially-oriented music revival ·for social change- namely
with songs like, "Behind The Martin Luther King Jr. and
Wall," a track from her self- President John F. Kennedy.
titled debut. The ~ong gives a
SEE MUSIC PAGE 6
very haunting description of

I

GUESS 1liE GUY

OFFICERS' TRAINING

CORPS

•

''MY ARMY ROTC SCHOLARSHIP
IS PAYING OFF TWICE.''

•

Dana Galiano, IU Senior, College of Business,

~\

President

"My three-year ROTC scholarship is paying for most
of my IU education. It's worth over $11,500. But it's
paying off even more with leadership experience and _
officer credentials impressive to future employers."
Dana Galiano is one of many IU students who have
won Army ROTC scholarships. You can, too.
Apply now. Contact Captain Larry Blake, Barker Hall,
Room 110. 000-0000.

ARMY ROTC
For more information come byTC-522 or call Capt. Eddie L. Cole at 275- 2430
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ORIENTATION TEAM
1989 SELECTION
ORIENTATION
l

9

IJ

9

REQUIREMENTS:

INFORMATIONAL MEETING TIME_
S:

(Al the time of appllcallon)

Students i8terested in applying
must attend ONE of the
following meetings :

1. Good academic standing
with the University (2.0)
2. Nine completed credit ~ours
atUCF
3. A letter of recommendation

Feb. 810:00 a.m. SCA
3:00 p.m. SCA

..
Feb. 9 3:00 p.m. SCA
•

• • ,Applications will be handed
out during each meeting • •

PHYLLIS ALPERT LEHRER

Direct any questions
to SC 198 Ext. 2117

P-~~ Wants You!
Students Interested In volunteering to work ory one of the
following committees should fill out this application and
return It to the Student Center, or call 275-2633 for more
Information.

AGE:

NAME:

S.S. NUMBER: - - - - - - - BIRTHDATE: -----LOCAL ADDRESS: S t r e e t - - - - - - - - - - City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ State _ _ Z i P - - PHONE: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
COLLEGE: - - - - - - - -

FRESHMAN

MAJOR: _ _ __

SOPHOMORE

JUNIOR

COMMITTEE($) THAT I AM INTERESTED IN:

Feb.17PIANOCONCERT 8p.m.
Feb. 18 WORKSHOP ON PERFORMANCE ANXIETY

10-11 a.m. & 1:30-3p.m.
All programs alY! in the Music Rehearsal, Hall

---Cinema
- - - Cultural Events
- - - Homecoming
_ _ _ Knight Life Video Production
_ _ _ L.E.A.D. Team
_ _ _ MissUCF
_ _ _ Popular Entertainment Committee
_ _ _ R~creation
_ _ _ Ski Trip
_ _ _ Speakers

SENIOR
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HEALEY FROM PAGEl
abuses. Sometimes, the depiction of a single act is enough to
startle. In Chile, police submerged the head of a 10-yearold girl into ice water while her
parents were forced to look on.
The child's head was then
stuck into her own feces.
Not nearly finished, they
raped her, raped her mother
and, finally, raped her father.
Other· times the numbers
tell the tale.
·
In Turkey, over 250,000
people are tortured annually
in the notorious Turkish prisons. Turkey, while committing
these human rights abuses,
receives the second largest
amount of foreign aid from the
United States.
Even in a state saturated
with thoughts of Ted Bundy,
Healey speaks out with his,
and Al's, condemnation of executions. "I don't think people
are safe from governments
until governments stop killing
people," he said.
Healey sees the act ofkilling
by any government as unjust.
He says the act of execution
rips the fabric that binds the
people to their government.
The citizens of a nation, said
Healey, jeopardize their own
safety by allowing govern. men ts to kill, because their
government will eventually
escalate the killing and
exterminate all dissenting
elements.
"The sense ofjoy and excitement that some of those in
Florida got at the death of
Bundy, [w:ith their] terrible
and vicious manner, really
embarrassed the rest of us
across the country," Healey
said.
Healey also responded
bluntly to Governor Bob
Martinez's comment that
Amnesty members failed to
protest Bundy's execution .
"He's lying; he should not take
us on," said Healey. "He's
going to see more of us."
To Healey, the capital punishment battle is at the heart
of the human rights struggle,
and winning it will help the
entire struggle to succeed.
During conversation or
speech, Healey continually
uses the term non-violence.
His best tuned non-violent tool
is music.

"Some say, 'Jack, why do MUSIC FROM PAGE 4
Childs said "I think we will and theological."
you use rock-n-roll to fight the
Whatever your feelings on
continue to connect conoppressor?' I say 'I'll use any
Finally, after over a decade sciously ma global manner. what the future will bring, I·
damn thipg I can to stop has passed, the U.S. has This has been done in the think everyone can agree
them,m said Healey.
started to take an interest in past by organizations dedi- with the hopes of guitarist
As well as music, Healey what is going on around it cated to the effort of enlight- Joe Satriani:
uses the "conspiracy of hope" once again.
'Tm hoping some artist or
ening people to a world comphilosophy to promote human
Today's artists each have munity."
group or visionary will come
rights. Local AI chapters of their own view of where we're
Folk singer Michelle along and show us all a new
letter-writers attempt to over- headed. In a section on 1989 Shocked believes the country and better way of life. Anywhelm oppressors with corre- in Spin magazine, Toni "will become more political body out there?"
spondence. The main purpose,
he says, is to let the torturer 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - and the executioner know that
their exploits do not go unnoticed.
· Then comes the quintessential Healey question: "If I say
to you tonight that you can get
The Wedding of Your Dreams Starts at Brenner's
someone out ofjail by writing a
letter, can you ever call yourself decent again and not write
• Mothers' Gowns
• Free Layaway
the letter?"
Local AI groups support
• Guest Dresses
•Bridals
adoption cases persons
•Banquets
• Brides Maids
whose governments are hold•Sizes 3-261/2
•Parties
ing them captive for their political beliefs or non-violent
actions.
Special order from all Bridal magazines or choose from
Burhan N assiffrom Syria is
in-stock gowns with no waiting. Central Florida's
the adopted prisoner of a
reliable wedding tradition for 48 years.
Orlando AI group; he is a clasCall today for an appointment.
sic example of a "'prisoner of
conscience". Nassif, at the
Brenner's Florida Mall
time of his abduction in 1983,
was a 21-year-old Damascus
University student and belonged to a dissenting political 1.-----------~·------------~--....---------
party
His party criticized the
present Syrian government
and its violent rule. Nassif and
some 200 fellow students were
detained without charge or
trial. His present condition is
not known, but he is believed
to be held in the Tadmur Military Prison.
The local AI group is continuing its "conspiracy of
hope", just as the human
rights struggle continues.
Healey, referring to the
government-supported death
squads of El Salvador and
Columbia, said, "sometimes
they say human rights are
getting better, but you have to
understand that sometimes
they kill enough and torture
enough until th ere is nobody to
dissent."
"Somehow our world is not
set up to protect the people of
the earth who suffer torture
and execution", he said. "And
it is into that world that we of
Amnesty pitch ourselves
against the violent governments with non-violence."

ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH
Saturday VigiJ Mass
6:00 P.M.
Sunday Masses
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon

WELCOME

•

855-7555

"1.

Start practicing
for the real World.

Using an IBM3 Personal System/23 computer to help you succeed in college
can also prepare you to succeed in a career. Because chances are, after you graduate,
you'll be working on an IBM computer.
So the IBM PS/2 is the perfect investment. It can help you organize your notes,
write and revise papers, produce high-quality graphics, and more. And not only is it
easy to learn and use, but if eligible, you'll get up to 40% off.
Get a head start by working now on the computer you'll probably be working
on later.

Choir Rehearsal
Wednesday, 7:00 P.M.

1501 Alafaya Trail
275-0841 :

•

,,.,

TIRED OF WAITING IN LINE AT THE COMPUTER CENTER? IF SO,
COME SEE US AND WE WILL SHOW YOU THE SAME COMPUTER AS
USED IN THE COMPUTERCENTERFOR40%0FFTHERETAil..PRICE!!
YOU CAN'T GO WRONG! WE HA VE A FULL RANGE OF TIIB LATEST
HARDWARE A!ID SOFfWARE THAT IBM HAS TO OFFER. WE ARE
IN ROOM 105OF1HE C.C.II BUILDING. SEE YOU SOON.
TELEPHONE NUMBER 281-5226
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Buckle up Florida ••• It's the Law

THIS MAN WANTS YOU !
r

~

I

FUN IN THE SUN !

Panama Jack
SUN TAN PRODUCTS

We'll tell you in a second. first, you should know that
we're opening another new restaurant in Orlando. And we
are hiring full- and part-time positions in all areas.
To get your application in while jobs are still available,
apply in person from 8:00am-6:00pm Monday through
Saturday at the Sheraton Orlando Airport Hotel, 3835 McCoy
Road, Orlando, FL. EOE.

Work poolside at some of Florida's finest resort
hot.els implementing activities programs and
representingPanama Jack tanning products. We're
looking for energetic & outgoing people that
enjoy working in the sun! For further info, call
days: 345-8944;evenings 849-7841. Leave
name and number. Positions available year-round.

VISION

STREET

ffiElJ

COME IN AND CHECK OUT OUR HOT NEW
SPRING LINES

r--------------,

i

GOOD TIIRU FEB 30, 1989

1
NEW YORK :

$198.00

LOS ANGELES .

$290.00

_l

DETROIT

ACROSS FROM UCF
NEXTTOUC6

$170.00

Air Fares based on Round trip travel Restriction apply.

'B

ansuPr;;[5[;~rl~1
-rycourteous service to UCF students

;:_.:::.:::::~~jP""'

9442 E. COLONIAL• 282-5100
•

Some things are better
the second time aroundapplying to Medical school
isn't one of them!
Did you know that only 1 in 4 students
accepted to U.S. Medical schools is a repeat
applicant? That's why it's important to make
sure your grades and your MCAT scores
measure up ON THE FIRST TRY.
How? The BEST way is professional test
preparation at the Stanley H. Kaplan
Educational Center. We've been giving intensive
care to MCAT candidates for over 30 years. YJe
start with a free diagnostic test and a
personalized computer evaluation of each
student. Then we help you master all five
subtests with live classes, homestt.idy notes,
strategy clinics and audio practice labs.
Call us now. Get it right the first time.

!KAPLAN

STANLEY H. KAPL AH lDUCATIOHAl CIHHR lTO.

MCATREVIEW
Your future is worth it.
2238 Winter woods Blvd.
1
Winter Park, FL
,,
(407) 678--8400
' ·1
Classes Forming Now! · 1·

"

.

I
I
I

20% OFF
Any Surfbrand
T-Shirt

I
·1

I

I
I
I

INTERESTED IN PUBLIC
RELATIONS?
The UCF Chapter of the Public Relations Student
Society of America is holding its membership and organizational meeting for all who are interested on
Wednesday, February 15 at 2 p.m. in Philips Hall.
Come on out and get involved. Meet people, find out
about job opportunities, hear guest speakers, and gain
insights about the Public Relations profession. Your
membership in PRSSA gaurantees a membership in the
national organization PRSSA when you graduate.
REASONS TO JOIN PRSSA:
PRSSA is the ONLY nationally recognized
professional PR organization
PRSSA is the FIRST UCF chapter that has been
established. Join now and you will be ·
eligible to be a CHARTER member
You'll . meet people just like you, who are
interested in furthering their careers
It's fun-!
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GET A FRIEND INTO THE SAC (StU~entActi~itiesCe~tefi
SUNDAY

TONIGHT!

POSTER SALE

-

Feb.12

HOLD OUT FOR MAD MAX
THlS lS HIS GREATEST ADVENTURE.

MADMAX

in the SOL

MONDAY

Feb.13

TUESDAY

8pm

Feb. 14

Happy
·Valentine's ·n ay!
SEVEN SECONDS BAND
9pmto1 am

()

9pm

SAC

All events FREE with a UCF student ID cardl

Beginning Sunday, February 5,
. the Library will extend services
for an additional six hours
weekly during the Spring 1989
semester thanks to the efforts
of and·financial assistance from
theStudent Government
lfie~:~tneW{ftdttrs'.:, :of,:op'eratio'n:~:are::::~
Monday -Thursday ·
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

7:45 a.m. -12:00 midnight
7 :45 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. - 12:00 midnight

1

11r~~1~~~-~t~1a:~:~!!~:~ ~Monday - Thursday
Friday
.
Saturday
Sunday

8: 15 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.
8: 15 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.

The Circulation and Serials Service will be
continuously staffed during all hours operation

. ~~JZl~'\
GDl·1.~~~
. •!;-
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Courtesy of Student Government •

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
presents
The Fourth Annual UCF Soace Policv
Symoosium
NEXT STEP MARS ?

10 February 1989, 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

UCFSTUDENrCENTERAUDITORIUM

AGENDA
Is the exploration of Mars the next best choice for the U.S.
space program; this issue and other related topics will be discussed by:
Dr. Eugene Levy
Dr. Wendell Mendell
Mr. Neil Hosenball

Dr. John Rummel
Mr. John Young
Dr. Burton Edelson

Opening Remarks: Dr. Joan Johnson-Freese, Director UCF
Center for Space Policy and Law;
Dr. Michael Bass, UCF Vice-President
for Research
Closing Remarks: Dr. David Webb, Consultant, Astronaut
Memorial Foundation, former member
National Commision on Space.
For further information on the symposium contact Jim Brice at
407-27 5-2608
NOG!fARGE

